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Abstract 

In this paper, the increasing importance being placed on improving the interface between 

economic and ecological mode.ls is noted and commended. However, several serious 

def1ciencies in the current state of economic models offarm .. level resource management 'Still 

exist. In particular, overlooking the ecological phenomenon of threshold efTectsand multiple 

stahle states is highlighted as a potential problem in models of this nature. Special forms of the 

objective function and Hamiltonian function which account for ecological thresholds, are 
proposed and developed. The intent, rat.her than to develop a new technique, is to suggest a 

simple modification to the optimal control framework to accommodate these types of 

ecological processes. Practical problems in the application of the modeJ,including data 
requirements, are noted. 

ICurrent location: NSW Agriculture, AGCOST Unit, Parkes. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, increasing .cfforts have been made tC)accommodateaspects of the natural 
environment and ecological relationships in theoretical and applied economic models. The 

importance placed on these developments is reflected in the publication of several new 

professional journals and the establishment ·of new research organisations that aim to promote 

research in the .field ·'.f environmental and natural reSQurce economics. l 

One issue that has received considerable attention is thatofland degradation in fanning 

and pastoral lands. Attempts to model and explain the optimal utilisation ofnatural resources at 

the fanll1evel have proliferated over the Jast decade (e.g., Barrett, 1989; Hertzler, 1990; 

McConnell, 1983; Milham 1992; Passmore and Brown, 1992; Saliba, 1985; Segarra and 

Taylor, 1987). However, these models have tended to overlook ecological relationships or 

account for them in only very sunerficial ways. 

\Vithout exception, these models all '-lSSllme that the ecosystem in which the agricultural 

production activity is undertaken is either in or will approach a single, stable equilibrium. 

Reflecting this is the usually implicit assumption of a linear, reversible response in the status of 

environmental resources. That is, that if utilisation of the resource base is slowed below some 

critical level, or ceases entirely, then the system will linearly recover to what is was before. 

The model developed in Milham (19Q2) implicitly assumed equal, linear responses in soil 

stntcture or fertlJity following 1:" estment in these productive aspects of the soil in any period. 

The sJphisticated grazing management model describt.!d in Barrett (1989), which accounts for 

dynamic interactions between stocking rates and the carrying capacity of the range, also 

assumes that range resources will recover linearly in any period in which grazing pressure is 

reduced. These assumptions have strong potential to conflict with the ecological phenomena of 

threshold effects and mUltiple stable states. 

Ecologic:d Thrcsholds and l\fultiplc Stable States 

Only a very cursory review of ecology literature is required to find discussion of the 

concepts 0; lc.. ... itity and resilience in ecosystems. In this context, stability refers to the ability 

of the system to recover from small shocks and return to its previous state. Resilience refers to 

the ability of the system to recover from large shocks. That is, it is a measure of the size of the 

lExampJcs include the Journals of Ecological Economics and Environmental and Resource Economics. and the 

London Environmental Economics Centre. 
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don:.ain of attraction around the originalstate. Authors such as Buffin!:,'1.on and Herbel (1965), 
Noy-Meir (1975) and Walkeret al. (J981) have reported scientific evidence of the existence of 
at least two stable ecological states in semi-arid rangelands, while HoUing (1973) provided a 
more general treatise on stability and resilience inecologicat systems. 

There is some debate over whether the observed 11~cologjcal 'states' are in fact different. 
For example, Noy-~1eir and Walker (1986) suggest that rather than an irreversible change 
having occurred, an ecosy~t('m may just require a very lung time to recover. This argument 
raises the question as to how long marked changes in an eco~ystem have to persist for the new 
conditions to be regarded as a stable altemativestate. 

In a review ofliterature on woody shrub inva:;ion of semi-arid grasslands, Walker et a/. 
(198 I) reported a general conclusion that even if the large herbivores were removed, the 

shrub-dominated state v~"ou1d persist over a period of at least 20 years. In an agricultural 
production context. 20 years is a very long planning horizon and ecological conditions that 
extend over a petiod of that magnitude can be justifiably regarded as an unique, stable state 

If the change in state involves a decline in productive potential, the issue of management

induced, discontinuous environmental change. with thresholds between alternative states 

(Friedel, 1991, Laycock, 1991), becomes an important aspect of resource management at the 
farm level. \Vhy? Because, for a given technology, the rate of consumption of environmental 

resources, and the associated marginal user costs, could be expected to diner in each state. 
That is, the optimal trajectory of utilisation of the set of environmental resources and, hence, 
the path of dynamic profit, wiJI change if an ecological threshold is crossed. 

In this paper, a more general form of the optimal control model developed in l\1ilham 

(1992) is presented and a means of incorporating the concept of ecological thresh01ds in this 
type of analytical framework is proposed. 



A General ,Economic Model ofFarm~Lcvel Resource Use 

In l\1ilham (1992) the following dynamic economic model or soil use at the fann level is 

developed:2 

(1) max J :=. llpl.+RpV 

r 
:=. f e·pt {p/·qt - cr·l:1t ~ Pp(.Pll - P sf·SIt - P Ct.C1t}dt + 

o 

c-prR(SD. Sf>, ~:r;, CK) 

S.t. constraints, control equations and boundruy conditions. 
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In this expression, J represents the aggregat.e, present-value profit function derived from 

a single-commodity production function with a given fann technology Profit comprises two 

components nl .,,, heine! the discounted stream of net income from utilising the soil resource 

over the planning horizon (1). and. Rpt". being the terminal resale value of the land, 

In the expanded form, p is the farmer's time preference (discount) rate; PI is the price 

received per unit of the commodity in time t; q( is the vector of output of the commodity; cr is 

an index of prices paid for the volume of £11111 inputs (F1t); and P Pb P 51 and P CI are the prices 

per unit ofinvestment in soil fertility (PI). soil structure (Sf) and soil conservation «(1), 
respectively 3 Sf}), SP .... S'S and CK represent the stocks of the soil characteristics depth, fertility 

and structure, and the stock of soH conservation capital (equipment and infrastructure), 

respectively 

It is noted that it is not generally the case in the real world that a single production 
technique is selected and applied unchanged throughout the entire farm planning horizon. To 

accommodate this observation, a discrete choice version of expression (l)t after Hertzler 
(1990) and Kim el al. (1989), is formulated. This model, 

2Tbc development ofthis model relied l1cavily on Ute work of McConnell (1983), Snliba (1985) and Segarra 

and Taylor (1987). 

JDcplh, fertility nnd stnlcture arerccognised as the three most important aspects of soil condition in terms of 

pasture and crop production (Milh~un 1992). 
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(2) ,maX' .J\' = f e-ptEfp/.%lt -Ct. ~vt .. PP1.Plyt
o y 

Pst.S~l'l" P cr.Cfyt}dt + 

e.o:pTLR(SIJ.Vb S/'.vt, SSyt, CK.vt) , Y =. 1~2, ... , Y 
y 

allows selection of any particular technologyy from a set of available :technologies Y. 
Maximising profit over time is then shown to require maximising the current value 

Hamiltonian: 

(3) Hl 
y 

+ L { .. P/+ JSLyt + ~1t+ J(P~'t't - PL.VI) + Vt ... J(SIYI - Sc.vt) 
y 

,t ("''f ("K } - ') v + \l'/+'( yf .. A.. 'yl , Y - 1, ....... ~ .• 

where 13(+ J. Jil4 j. v{+ J and ~/.J 1 are the discount J marginal user costs of soil depth, soil 
fertility, soil structure and the sto:k of conservation capital, respectively. That is. they 
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represc', ,t the discounted values of one more unit of soit depth, productivity, structure and 
conservation capital in some future period beyond T. SLyt_ Pl:~.ttand SCyl represent decrements 
to the stocks of soil depth. soil productivity and soil structure, respectively. The coefficient a., 
is the rate of depreciation of the stock of conservation capital, The level oflhe Gtock of 

conservation capital and the stocks of the three environmental factors, soil depth (which is non

renewable in a farm management. sense), fertility and structure (which are renewable), are the 

state variables ,in this optimisation problem. 

From expression (3) it can be seen that each technology has a unique dynamic 
profitability associated with it~ and the management problem is to determine which is optimal at 
each point in time, and then to choose it. The maximum value of /Ii' is obtained by summing 
across the outcomes of the set or sequence of optimum techniques selected throughout the 
planning horizon. 4 

4Switching from production of one commodity (0 another without changing tbe production technology, snch as 

changing from wheal to barlcy or from sheep to cnttle •. llluy also have this effect 
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'Now) whilefhis model wasdevetoped ,intbe context of1hesoil re$ource.~ there ls no 
reason why other managem~nt .. sensitive,environmental resources (such as vegetation 
composition, soU surface condition, proximityoftbe watertableto the .soil surface etc) could . 
not also be included. All that would be requited would-be tolns~rt the relevant variables and 
control relationships into the model inasimUat fashion to the way soli depth etc were 
accommodated. or course, this would have the eflt'Ctofincreasing the size ,andcomple>rityof 
the model and would not necessarily provide any 'further enlightenment j'na theoretical sense. 

A simpUned and hence moreamenablet but equally compleie~ form ()fthe model can be 
obtained by ,separating the potential gamut of environmental state, variables into just two 
categories~ renewable and exhaustible resourceS. Renewable resources \vill be distinguished.by 
the fact that they\vill have an associated control variable representing growth (perhaps 
associated\\~th investment) in the stock of that resourcc.\Vhen developing an applied model, 
the relationships for an exhaustible and renewable resources will have the general forms 
described below 

Denoting rene\vable resources as RR and exhaustible resources as ER and making 
equivalent changes to subscript.s. equations (2) and (3) can be re-expressed as 

l' 

(4) max .ft' = Je-'pI l:U1r%!/- Cf '?~·t -PRI.J~~l'I-PCI{1.l'/} + 
o ,v 

e-P1LR{l~"Ryt" RR.l'/t (tKv,) , y = 1. 2, . " Y , 
l: 

where RI is investment in formation of the renewable resource(s») and 

(5) 8'1 ;::: e~plLfpt.qyt" cl·Vly,'" PRl.Rlyt .. Pct.C~VI} + 
y 

L{- Pti j£i:/..Y1 + J.t{i lR~.~t" RLyt} + tPt,.,(Clyt - a.Cf\\.'t)} , 

y=1,2J c,Y 
where E'Z and R}. represent consumption of the two categories of environmental resources.5 

The optimising conditions for thistnodelcan be derived as: 

srftllC stock ofc<mscrvation capitaJis not subject. t.o dcprccintion~ then it wilt have similar characterist.ics to n 

renewable crwironmcmnLrcSQurce and couJdthus be included in that c;ucgory. 
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(6) 

and. 

The tem1inal stock conditions are. 

(J 3) oR/BURr. 1'1 i 

and, 

How can the above expressions provide an avenue for incorporation of ecological 
thresholds into the optimal control framework? The answer lies in defining a further parameter 
Z. of a similar form to Y. being the set of alternative ecological states that the system can be 
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forced into :by crossing ,certain tbtesholds,shd ;jhtcCQgnisingthat the .dynamic .profitasSQciate.d 
with a. ,sivenproductiontechnol<:>8Y witlbediffer~ntin :each state.G 

Investment (CI) a.nd depreciation (a).·ofU1C :stvck·of conservatiQncnpitalarenot likely to 
depend on theecolo,gicaJ. stMe(z). Nor is t:he rate of investment (growth) 'in 'the renewahle 
environmental resource(s} (RI)~ However, for .agiventechl101ogy,itcQuldbe ¢"pected that the 
required volume of variable inputs (V1), the rate of consumption of both the renewable(RL) 
and non .. renewable (El~) .reSOtlf.CeS and tht"r marginal user costs (13 and grespectively), will all 
vary\,,tithz. The required adjustments to the mocleLare thus to simply insert additional 
summation signs and subscripts in expressions (4) and (5) such that summadonisoccurring 
across technology/state pairings. That is, 

1 

(15) ./" .'" fe~pI L L{Pt·qvr - ctVlvzt '" Pm·RlvrPcl,Clvt} + 
o :z J' • • . • 

e-pr2: LR(ERy:b IU~vz(' CK.,w}, z= 1, 2, ',., Z andy =: 1 ~ 2, . ", Y ~ 

and 

(16) IP 
z y 

: y 

z ';::;' 1 $ 2", Z and y:: 1, 2,." y, 

1n practice, the primalY difference between thez and y parameters wiU be that while the 
production technology is under the manager's control, the ecological state is not. It may 
however be possible to recognise that a threshold is being approached and take action to 
prevent this occurring, For a given commodity~ the terminal ecologicaJ state (and sequence of 
any interim states) will be a function of the initial ecological state, the sequence of technologies 

selectedt and the sequence of environmental events (c.g., rainfall, fire etc) experienced over the 

planning horizon The terminal ecological state will also reflect the combination of the terminal 
states of the set of environmental resources (e.g., land condition, water qualitj, vegetation 

61f 11lcrc .is .no difference ill the dynamic profit nchicvcd with the same commodity/technology pairi ug across 

different. ecoJogtc:d slates then. for fhrm management I)UrpOScs, the states nrc the sml1C. 



'C()Jllpositionctc).Thatis, the ecol()gicalstale"could: Ibe, desccibedasakindofhigher level or 
sllper .. stale variable. 

In any applied modellinge:,,:erciseit woulci'\enecessarytoincorporat¢expressions 
representing1he ecological responses to ,each'lltemativeproduction tecbnology,ineach 
possible ecological state, 'in the objective fUf1ction,and as constraints in 'theoptimisat'ion 

process. Furthermore,itcould be expected that for a giventechnoiosy, commodity output 
wl'Juldalso vary with changes in the ecological state. It jsimmedi~tely apparent that the 
optimising conditions for thcprobJcm wilJproUferate very rapidly as the number of alternative 

. technologies and ecological slates increase. 
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An additional practical point. ,is that: the set of possible ecologicatstatesandthe nature of 
the ·triggers' that wiHcause an ecological threshold to be crossed can be expected to be unique 
to individual ecosystems There are also likely to be unique restrictions on the sequence of 

transition between alternative states That is~ it may be possible to move to one particular state 
from only one or a subset of the total number of other possibJr states. (Sec, for example, 

\Vestoby et (II 1989.) Once these critical ecological slate"and-transitiQn relationships are 
adequately captured in mathematical functions, which will be a non-trivial task, derivation of 
the Hamiltonian and the optimising conditions will be a mechanical process. 

To illustrate the potential bias in analytical resu!tsifthe phenomenon of ecological 
thresholds is ignored, a simple ~xample is now posed and the associated optimising conditions 
are developed 

Optimising Conditions for a SimplcF:x:unpic 

Let us assume t.hat there is only one technology, one commodity, two ecologicaJ staleSt and 
that the threshold between the two Slales is crossed at the cnd of the planning horizon, ie., at 

time T. The two Slates will be denoted by zl and =2-

Nowt since the threshold is crossed at time 1: the change in ecological state will only 
affect the second part orthe right hand side of the profit and Hamiltonian functions. That is, Z 

will equal only I in the first part ofthesc f1mctions (which represents the period up to time 1) 
and only 2 in the second part (which represent.s the period from time Tl" I). Thus, dropping out 
the summation signs but .Icavingy to denote the production technology, the Hamiltonian for 
this example becomes 



to 

(17) Jl>'= e-pt{PI.qyt-cl.V1YZc.t .. FlU,Rlyt - Pcl.el)II}" 

PZ21+JELyt'll + Jlz1,t+l(R/.vt " RLyzl,) + ¢.1+/(C!.VI-a..CKyt) ~ 

for which the optimising and terminal stockcondilions are: 

and. 

In comparing these conditions with those derived earlier an important change can be 
noted. For examplc, from expressions (18) and (19) it can be seen that resource depletion over 

the planning horizon will be now tolerated until the discounted foregone profits from utilising 

those resource stocks over the planning period. i.e .• under state zl, equals the discounted 
marginal unit value of the resource over the remaining time horizon, i.e., under state Z2' 

Similarly, the terminal stock conditions now indicate that it is profitability under the ecological 



states prevailing after time Tthat is critical for measuring the true marginal user costs of 

resources and for detennihing when it becomes uneconomic to continue consuming them. If 
crossing the ecological threshold causes a marked decline in future profitability and the 
terminal value of the property then optimal resource consumption over the planninghorlzon 
will involve strategies that push the change in state further intc the future. 

Data Requirements 
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\Vhile it is relatively simple to identify the nature ofthefilOctional relationships required 
to adequately represent ecological thresholds and multiple stable states in a dynamic model of 
resource managcment, to determine these relationships empirically will not be a trivial matter. 
Ct)mprehensive and detailed data sets on a large range of ecological, agronomic and economic 

variables will bc required" 

As a general rule. at least in developed countrles~ economic and market related data and 
data on the productivity of specific commodities under difibrent production technologies and 
environmental conditions are readily available (e.ge, Jones and Sandi and. J 974; Murphy at al., 

1992, O·Sullivan, 1987 ~ Wllson. 1991). The major problem areas appear to lie in obtaining 

sufficient scientific data to 

0) identi~y the set of alternative states for an ecosystem. This requires being able to 
identify when an irreversible (in a management sense) change has occurred, i.e., 
when an ecological threshold has been crossed; 

(ii) determine the network of possible transitions between the identified alternative 

ecologic'-ai states~ and, 

(iii) achieve a predictive understanding of the events and relationships that wi1l trigger a 

transition from one ecological state to another. 

Sumcient understanding of the relevant processes, together with data adequate for these 
purposes, may not be currently available for any ecosystem on the globe. Problems of sparse or 
even non-existent ecological data should not, however, daunt the prospective model-builder. 
The development of models of this nature can, and should, play an important role in identifying 
key areas for further scientific research. As an interim measure, expert judgement combined 
with sensitivity testing is a valid approach for approximating responses, As further data become 
avaiJable~ parameters can be adjusted and relationships modified to more precisely reflect real 
world conditions. 
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Conclusion 

The foregoing represents a further attempt to improve the intelfacebetween economic 
models of resource management and ecological reality. However, only one of the current 

shortcomings of economic models, that ·of overlooking the existence of multiple stable states, 

has been addressed. And considerable development of the proposed approach is still required 

to get it to an operable stage. Many other issues, such as spatial patchiness (non-homogeneity), 

and protracted instability (systems that are neither in nor appear to be approaching an 

equilibrium), are yet to receive attention. 
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